A perspective on SARS-CoV-2 and community transmission in the top COVID-19 affected nations
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In most countries, during the initial months of the COVID-19 outbreak resources were directed to mitigation measures that prevented severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) transmission from symptomatic individuals. The coverage of the pre-symptomatic and asymptomatic individuals’ testing required intensive clinical sampling along with rigorous symptom-based screening. Based on the SARS-CoV-2 transmission, the disease outbreak across nations was divided into four distinct stages: (i) epidemic, (ii) community transmission, (iii) local transmission, and (iv) imported cases. Here we discuss the COVID-19 community transmission stage for the top ten COVID-19 affected nations. Epidemic dynamics and policies implemented to contain the spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection varied globally. Further, the mitigation strategies and related health policies for dealing with the pandemic were based on the stages of transmission of the disease. We suggest that correctly identifying the transmission stage during a pandemic ensures the implementation of mitigation strategies. Thus prompt analysis of the status of COVID-19 transmission stage(s) in any nation seems crucial to direct health policies accordingly.

The COVID-19 disease is predominantly a respiratory infection that is transmitted via virus-laden respiratory droplets, direct contact, and airborne particles. However, unlike the closely related viral infections, relying only on symptom-based screening has not fully contained severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) transmission. This was attributed to the viral transmission from asymptomatic, pre-symptomatic (individuals before the onset of symptoms) and the clinically mild infectious population.1 Based on the SARS-CoV-2 transmission, the COVID-19 screening and subsequent disease transmission across nations have been divided into four distinct stages: (i) imported cases (transmitted by people traveling from abroad), (ii) local transmission (transmitted to people in contact with others with travel history), (iii) community transmission (transmitted to people who have not been in contact with anyone with a travel history to affected countries and where cases cannot be linked to specific clusters), and (iv) epidemic (when large masses get infected and there is an exponentially rising number of confirmed cases/deaths).2 Establishing the stage of disease transmission is critical to outlining mitigation strategies in order to stem the disease and protect the most vulnerable segments of the population. Accordingly, the disease alleviation policies require analysis of data spanning a wide range of population and covering the various health system efforts in place from each community/society. These data provide an overview and prevent scenarios where the public healthcare system capacity is overburdened during the pandemic in any nation. Here we focus on the third stage of transmission called community transmission that has been described by the World Health Organization (WHO) as “evidenced by the inability to relate confirmed cases through chains of transmission for a large number of cases, or by increasing positive tests through sentinel samples (routine systematic testing of respiratory samples from established laboratories).”2 The Centre for disease control and prevention (CDC, USA) has defined community transmission as, “spread of an illness for which the source of infection is unknown.”3 We focus on the possibility of community transmission and its timelines for few of the top ten COVID-19 afflicted nations.

COMMUNITY TRANSMISSION TIMELINES

COVID-19 outbreak first appeared in China (Wuhan) in December 2019, and community transmission developed within three months.4 By strategically implementing healthcare and containment policies within a short span of
eleven months, China was able to stem community transmission.\textsuperscript{5,6} Once the COVID-19 spread worldwide, cases were reported across nations. The first instance of SARS-CoV-2 infection in the United States was reported on January 15, 2020, from Washington.\textsuperscript{7} The CDC team collected multiple samples from four distinct regions and on February 26, 2020 reported the first confirmed case of SARS-CoV-2 community transmission from California.\textsuperscript{8} The concerned authorities in California reported SARS-CoV-2 infection in a patient with no travel history (international) or via contact with someone with a travel history or COVID-19 infection.\textsuperscript{8} The SARS-CoV-2 genetic sequences were analyzed via: (i) retrospective testing of stored samples of influenza, (ii) review of the COVID-19 cases reported early from the emergency rooms, (iii) discovery of two people in California that succumbed to COVID-19 in January 2020, and (iv) an infected patient from San Francisco who died on February 2020. Based on these data, CDC concluded that community transmission began in the USA in late January or early February 2020.\textsuperscript{9} Brazil reported its first SARS-CoV-2 positive case on 25 February 2020 in São Paulo, and subsequently on 13 March 2020 community transmission was reported in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro states.\textsuperscript{10} France reported its first case on 24 January 2020, and community transmission was reported by 4 April 2020. Turkey reported its first case on 10 March 2020 and within 30 days, Turkey appeared in the list of countries with community transmission.\textsuperscript{11,12} By the end of April 2020, other countries like Germany, Spain, and eastern European countries had confirmed community transmission as well.\textsuperscript{13,14}

GUIDELINES TOWARDS THE MANAGEMENT OF COMMUNITY TRANSMISSION

The mitigation strategies and related health policies for dealing with the pandemic vary based on the stages of disease transmission. During the first two stages of transmission, i.e. in imported cases and local transmission, contact tracing, individual case identification, and quarantine are needed. The actions to manage the third stage called community transmission differ greatly. During community transmission, the agent is transmitted to people who may not have been in contact with anyone with a travel history to affected countries and where cases cannot be linked to specific clusters. Surveillance at this stage focuses on tracking trends in afflicted populations, the impact on healthcare services, geographical dispersion, transmission intensity, and virological characteristics. This multisource provides ongoing risk evaluations so that necessary public health measures can be taken. During the fourth stage of an epidemic, significant numbers of people become affected, and the number of confirmed cases/deaths increases exponentially. Government resources should be focused on monitoring the spread, identifying and managing severe cases, preventing virus’ onward transmission, alleviating strains on healthcare services, advising the public and reducing overall socio-economic impact when dealing with large-scale COVID-19 community transmission. Border closures, for example, may be of little utility once large-scale community transmission has been established, therefore, their effectiveness should be weighed against the social and financial costs.

To manage and suppress the community transmission of COVID-19, countries incorporated specific guidelines to combat and prevent it. These guidelines include: (i) identification and prevention as well as analyses of the workplace health and safety risks to ensure smooth functioning of essential services and healthcare systems, (ii) collaborations between organizations from multiple sectors like health, social, environmental in response to public health emergency as deemed fit, (iii) surveillance and risk assessment, and (iv) efficient testing, clinical management, and sufficient placement of the healthcare services for the vulnerable and infected individuals.\textsuperscript{15} These steps partly ensured that the nations tackling this pandemic could focus their resources on monitoring the geographical spread and transmission of the virus. The identification and management of severe cases were also central, and limited lockdowns prevented onward transmission with an aim to alleviate the strain placed on healthcare services. These steps possibly helped to reduce the overall social and economic impact on the citizens and nation as a whole. Therefore, as community transmission spreads individual quarantine/isolation, contact tracing is no longer efficient, necessary, and/or effective. Instead, surveillance is focused on monitoring trends for geographical spread, transmission intensity, affected populations, virological features, and impacts on healthcare services. Large-scale vaccination drives as adopted for polio elimination are one of the mitigation steps to control the community transmission for the rapid spread of the infection.\textsuperscript{16}

CONCLUSIONS

This work emphasizes the importance of understanding mitigation steps to be taken once community transmission has been reached so as to avoid the fourth stage of an epidemic. Pandemic mitigation policies to contain the spread of SARS-CoV-2 infection vary globally. Thus, the cross-country comparisons of the policies implemented worldwide may only be partially useful owing to the varied socio-economic impact of the mitigation strategies as well as the differences in healthcare systems. Countries that have suffered during the previous pandemics like SARS and MERS have more successfully contained SARS-CoV-2 by taking extensive preventive measures. For instance, Singapore contained the transmission of SARS-CoV-2 within a span of four months.\textsuperscript{17} Despite declining cases, Singapore continued with extensive testing and on 18th May 2021 reported 27 new cases that were attributed to community transmission. Concerned authorities in Singapore initiated control of the rise in COVID-19 cases as data on new emerging viral variants emerged.\textsuperscript{18} Thus it is vital that the pandemic stages are robustly assessed and accepted in nations so that appropriate mitigation measures can be taken and planned.

In the community transmission stage, contact tracing and efforts to increase testing facilities become less useful as this can result in deviation of resources. During community transmission, priority is often given to treatment and strengthening of the healthcare facilities for saving the vulnerable in the society. Many nations with SARS-CoV-2
infections who had reached the 'community transmission' stage took heed and implemented measures for preventing uncontrolled fatalities during the successive waves of COVID-19, largely by vaccination and by strengthening their healthcare facilities. Failure to alert the communities can result in varied risk perceptions in the communities. Hence, it can be considered important to label community transmission in the regions where it is occurring.
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